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Abstract 

This paper reviews on one of the localization algorithm works based on Maximum Likelihood Estimation 

Method and tries to improvement the performance of this algorithm using a new method. this localization 

algorithm is a model-based localization algorithm which could be used to estimate location using RSS 

when a statistical model is available.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent advances in micro-electro-mechanical systems obtain the ability to design and produce 

sensors with low power expenditure, small size, and proper price and variety applications [1]. 

These sensors are incentive for appearance an idea for creation and developing networks namely 

the “Wireless sensor networks”. 

A wireless sensor network contains many sensors that Spread in an environment and gather the 

information from their vicinity [1]. Wireless sensor networks are tremendously being used in 

different environments to perform various monitoring tasks such as search, rescue, disaster 

relief, target tracking and a number of tasks in smart environments. May be the location of 

sensors are not predefined and given [10].  This feature helps to use them in hazardous or 

inaccessible places. These sensors after gathering the information from environment and process 

the data send them to control stations. Later on other parts decide and act based on received 

information. One of the challenging problems exists in wireless sensor network that is how to 

obtain location information for sensor nodes present in the network [1].  

The existing localization algorithms in wireless sensor networks divide into three branches: GPS 

(Global Positioning System), LPS (Local Positioning System) and relative localization 

(sometimes called distributed or GPS-free). 
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In localization with GPS method, all sensors have GPS and know their position. For outdoor 

applications in which device density is low, and cost is not a major concern, GPS is a viable 

option. But in LPS, a fraction of existing  devices are reference nodes that have a priori 

information about  their location and other nodes communicate with them and then triangulate 

to determine their locations based on estimated distance obtained with RSS (received signal 

strength), TDOA (time difference of arrival), or TOA (time-of-arrival) technologies. in this type 

of networks, as the fraction of GPS functionality  decreases, the range of the devices must be 

larger, and the power drain at the GPS-functional device increases[2][6]. 

Another way to obtain the sensor’s location in a network is to use relative localization method in 

wireless sensor network. in this method, for estimating the position of nodes, each node 

calculates  the distance between itself and others. One difficulty using this method is that as 

more and more devices are added into the location map, the number of communication increases 

and the number of possible combinations will rise very rapidly to find the estimated ranges with 

minimum error [6]. 

The following steps must be doing for relative localization in a wireless sensor network: 

1) First, some of nodes must be reference nodes that obtain absolute location from a way 
such as GPS. 

2) Second, all of the nodes must be able to estimate the range between themselves and 
their neighbors. 

3) Third, there must be an ad-hoc network protocol by which the nodes can pass along 
range and location estimates to other nodes.  

4) Finally, there must be a ‘location mapping algorithm’ that estimates the locations of the 
nodes given the pair-wise range estimates and the known coordinate of the reference nodes [2]. 

This paper explores one of the existing relative localization methods that use the “Maximum 

Likelihood Estimation (MLE)” method for mapping algorithm in order to find the best 

estimated location using the estimated ranges between nodes that measures with variety ways. 

MLE is a preferred method of parameter estimation in statistics and is an indispensable tool for 

many statistical modeling techniques, in particular in non-linear modeling with non-normal data 

[8]. But it has some problems when using for localization.  

This paper suggests a method for overcoming one of these problems that is called “local 

maxima”. In this method based on the measured distances between sensors and the proximity 

value to the reference nodes, approximates sensors location, then give to the MLE algorithm for 

finding the final locations. 

First, section 2 mentions the related works and algorithms about using MLE in localization. 

Next, section 3 states the relative location estimation problem. Next, section 4 describes MLE 

and uses it by RSS measurement to estimate the location of sensors. Section 5 will be illustrated 

the new proposed method for improving the MLE localization algorithm. In Section 6, the 

experimental results presented to validate the new method. Finally, this paper concludes with 

section 7.  

2. RELATED WORK 

In first, the MLE method was recommended, analyzed and vastly popularized by R. A. Fisher in 

1922 (although it had been used earlier by Gauss, Laplace, Thiele, and F. Y. Edgeworth). After 

that it used and developed by other researchers for many application.  
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For the first time, N. Patwari uses it for sensor localization problem in [2]. His presented 

algorithm is centralizad and based on Received Signal Strength. He completes and improves his 

algorithm for working the algorithm with the TOA measured data in [6].  

Researchers in [4] present some improvments for the MLE algorithm and examine it in multiple 

actual environment and calculate the measuring parameters in each environment, the proposed 

method is useful for indoor personnel location management. Finally, M. Laaraiedh in [9] 

suggests that typical median estimator must be replaced by maximum likelihood estimator to 

enhance the positioning accuracy and he is proposed a new direct RSS-based estimation scheme 

of position. 

In the every of the above mentioned researches is tried to improve the MLE algorithm. But this 

algorithm has some problems, yet. this paper suggests the new method for solving some 

difficulties.   

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Before going into detail, it is useful to formally state the sensor location estimation problem. In 

the network with N total sensors, the localization problem is to estimate the coordinates of n of 

the sensors, given a priori the coordinates of m of the sensors (reference nodes), where N = n+ 

m. In other words, for the 2-D localization problem, a total of 2n unknown-location node 

parameters must be estimated, θ = [θx,θy], where: 

θ� = [	
, 	�, … , 	],  θ� = [�
, ��, … , �]              (1)   

 Also, supposed that given the m known reference coordinates as follows: 

[��
, ���, … , ���, 	�
, 	��, … , 	��]           (2) 

The location of sensor i is also referred to as zi where ��  =  [��, 	�]. While the 2-D case is 

considered in this paper, extension to 3-D appends a third coordinate to each sensor location 

vector[6]. Pair-wise measurements given from sensors have the form of {Xi,j} where every pair 

of Xi,j is a measurement between sensor i and sensor j. Pair-wise measurements Xi,j could be any 

physical reading that indicates distance or relative position, e.g. TOA, AOA, RSS, or 

connectivity (whether or not two devices can communicate). Note that these pair-wise 

measurements could be done via various modalities e.g. RF, IR (infrared), acoustics, or a 

combination of these. In the case of pair-wise measurements, it is not assumed that all sensor 

pairs make measurements [6].  In the next part, will illustrate the MLE method and how to use 

of  it in sensor localization problem. 

4. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION METHOD 

The MLE is a centralized and model-based localization algorithm which could be used to 

estimate location using TOA, RSS, connectivity, or AOA measurements, as long as a statistical 

model is available [6].  MLE estimates the position of a node by minimizing the differences 

between the measured distances and estimated distances [10]. MLE is a popular statistical 

method used for fitting a statistical model to data, and providing estimates for the model's 

parameters.  

MLE has many optimal properties in estimation: sufficiency, consistency, efficiency and 

parameterization invariance [8]. 
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In this method, Let the unknown parameter vector of the model be θ = (θ1, θ2, … , θn), and the 

observed data be represented as P=(P1,P2,…,Pn). Suppose that the conditional probability 

density function of P with respect to θ  is given by: 

p(P| θ) = �(P1,P2,…,Pn| θ).        (3) 

Treating the conditional probability density function p(P|θ) as a function of θ, l(θ) := p(P|θ) is 

called the likelihood function, and L(θ):=log l(θ) is called the logarithmic likelihood 

function[4]. In general, the MLE finds the parameters which maximizes the likelihood function, 

or equivalently, minimizes the negative of the log-likelihood function. Thus, the �̂ parameter 

obtained with this method is the estimated location for a sensor [5]. If the data is known to be 

described well by a particular statistical model (e.g. Gaussian or log-normal), then the 

localization algorithm with MLE method can be derived and implemented [6].  

One reason that these estimators are used is that their variance asymptotically (as the signal-to-

noise (SNR) ratio goes high) approaches the lower bound presented for this algorithm. 

However, there are two difficulties with this approach: 

1) Local Maxima: Unless the MLE is initialized to a value close to the correct solution, it 
is possible that our maximization search may not find the global maximum [8]. 

2) Model Dependency: If measurements deviate from the assumed model (or model 
parameters), the results are no longer guaranteed to be optimal [6].  

In the next part, the presented MLE formulas explained for �̂ estimation in regard of measured 

data. 

4.1. Received Signal Strength formulation  

Received Signal Strength (RSS) is defined as the voltage measured by a receiver’s received 

signal strength indicator (RSSI) circuit [6]. RSSI measures the power of the signal at the 

receiver and based on the known transmit power, the effective propagation loss can be 

calculated [10].  

The distances measured with RSS have error and this error cause of non uniformly signal 

propagation in variety environments. But since RSSI has become a standard feature in most 

wireless devices, therefore RSS based localization techniques require no additional hardware, 

and they have the simplicity and low power consumption[7]. Typically, the ensemble mean 

received power in a real-world, obstructed channel decays proportional to �� , where d is 

distance between two sensors and !" is the ‘path-loss exponent’, typically between 2 and 4[6].  

The RSS has been popularly modeled by a log-normal model, thus the random variable #�,$(dBm) = 10 log
, #�,$  is Gaussian. 

#�,$(�-.) ~ 01#2�,$(�-.), σ45� 6,                        (4)  

#2�,$(�-.) = #,(�-.) − 10!" log
,(��,$ �,)⁄ ,   

Where #2�,$(�-.) is the mean power in dBm, σ9:�
 is the variance of the shadowing, and 

P0(dBm) is the received power at a reference distance d0 and di,j is the distance between sensor i 

and sensor j[6][7].  

The MLE for the RSS case is [5][6], 
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;z=>? = arg min;CD? ∑ ∑ Fln GHI,JKLMNO
 ||QI�QJ||OR

�
,$∈T(�)$U�

V�W
         (5) 

 Where Y>,Z[\]  is a function of the measured received power Pi,j and the best estimation for ||�^ − �_|| in the maximum-likelihood sense, and defined as follows, 

Y>,Z[\] = �,10 "`�"I,J
, .                                                        (6)  

 Note that Y>,Z[\] has a log-normal distribution since abc Y>,Z[\]  has a Gaussian distribution, and 

that 

deY>,Z[\]f = g||�� − �$|| ,      (7) 

Where 

g = exp[j 2⁄ ],         (8)  

Where 

j = G 
, klm nop 
,N�.         (9) 

The parameter C is a multiplicative bias factor. For typical channels, C ≈1.2, adding 20% bias to 

the range [6]. 

Motivated by (7), a bias-corrected estimator (a pseudo-MLE) of distance can be defined just by 

dividing the MLE by C [6], 

;z=>? = arg min;CD? ∑ ∑ Fln GHI,JmrNO
 ||QI�QJ||OR

�
,$∈T(�)$U�

V�W
                      (10) 

Where Y�,$5s is the MLE of distance divided by the bias factor C. and is equals to [6], 

Y�,$5s = 4`s 10 `t I,Ju`v  .                    (11) 

Even in the bias-reduced estimator in (10), there remains residual bias. 

5. IMPROVEMENT METHOD 

This section presented a new technique for solving one of the MLE localization algorithm 

problems (local maxima) that mentioned in section 3. 

One approach that is calculating an initial position with a simple and fast technique. This 

method utilizes the position of reference nodes and the distances between the reference nodes 

and other nodes obtained by (11) and acquire an initial guess for location of nodes. Also, this 

method is fully distributed and each sensor performs it independently. 

This technique has four steps: 
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1) First, the range of each reference node calculated to determine which sensors place in their 

range. 

In this paper supposed that the network’s environment is a L × L square and the range of each 

reference node is in the circle form, thus the radius of this circle is, 

w� = x� + x� = 2x� ,  so  w = √2x� = x√2, 
{ = |\√�

� },       (12)  

Where K is the diagonal of network square.  

2) Second, the weight of each sensor for each reference computes by the following formula, if 

the sensor is in range r, 

~�,$ = 1 − HI,Jmr
�        (13) 

Where  Y�,$5s is the estimated distance between two nodes (one reference and one sensor) 

calculated in (11) and r is the range of each reference expressed in (12). 

Now, each node has a vector that contains four weight values are between 0 and 1 and indicate 

which references are nearest it. 

3) Third, each node estimates the location of itself,  

;z=>? = ∑ (�D,����u . ��)∑ �D,����u       (14) 

Where, Zj is the reference nodes coordinate 

5) Finally, the estimated positions send to the central node to performing the MLE 

localization algorithm. 

6. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In the below experiments, MLE executed on various topologies of networks in Matlab. The 

nodes are placed (a) randomly with a uniform distribution within a square area, (b) randomly 

with a C-shape distribution within a square area.  

For comparison purposes, The measured Pij match the log-normal shadowing model in (4) with 

np = 2.30 and  σ9:= 3.92dB, using d0=1m [6]. The measured distance between nodes d�>Z is 

modeled with a noise drawn from a normally-distributed random variable with mean 0 and 

variance of 1. 

���$ = Y�,$5s . 10�σ  Where  Xσ~ 0(0,1)        (15) 

Where Y�,$5s expressed in (11) and X
σ
 is the additive noise. The performance measure employed 

in the experiments is the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the true location of sensor 

nodes and the estimated location of sensor nodes. 
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6.1. Random With A Uniform Distribution Placement 

In this experiment, 196 nodes were randomly placed in a 10m × 10m square area. Four 

reference nodes are placed in the corners of square area.  

Simulations were done with a 15% distance error measurement and 30 trials for each data 

points. The average of RMSE for the original MLE algorithm was 2.04m whereas the proposed 

method reduced the average RMSE to 0.63m. The range r used in this simulation was 8 m.  In 

another simulation with 80 nodes and four reference nodes that placed in 30m × 30m square 

area the average RMSE for 20 trials decreased from 3.66 m in the original MLE to 2.04 m in 

modified MLE algorithm. The range r was set to 22 m. 

Figure 1 shows the location estimates by the modified MLE algorithm on the before mentioned 

data points. 

6.2. Random With C-shape Distribution Placement 

In this experiment, 156 nodes were randomly with C-shape distribution placed in a 10m × 10m 

square sensing field. Simulations were done with a 15% distance error measurement and 30 

trials for each data points. The RMSE for original MLE was 2.38m and it reduced to 0.72m by 

using modified MLE. In this case the range r was 29m. Figure 2 exhibits the result of execution 

of the modified MLE algorithm on the nodes of this simulation.  

In another test, 40 sensors in a 40m × 40m square area the obtained RMSE for the original MLE 

was 4.27 and for modified MLE was 3.19. In this case the range r was 29m. Note that the good 

selection for range r is very necessary. For the example, in the last simulation case if r was set to 

28 instead of 29, the RMSE would be 3.42.  

 

figure. 1 Position estimates for uniform random placement. 
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figure. 2 Position estimates for c-shape distribution random placement 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a new method proposes to improvement the performance of MLE localization 

algorithm. This method doesn’t require to any extra hardware and it has the less complexity and 

results the less RMSE than the original MLE. 

According to presented in [6], MLE localization algorithm takes O(LN
2
) time that N is total 

number of sensors and L is the number of iteration of MLE algorithm for achieving to the 

optimal solution. So the proposed method takes O(N+LN2) time that is equivalent to O(LN2). 

However, this method takes the less time than original MLE practically, because it’s a well 

known optimization algorithm that converges to the optimized solution faster than original 

MLE.  

Researches in [3] shows that MLE does not take much advantage of having more reference 

nodes here but the proposed method maximizes the use of the reference nodes. It performs well 

with the less measurement error. Also similar to original MLE it performs excellently when 

unknown nodes are surrounded by reference nodes and the network is dense. A drawback of 

proposed algorithm that is it requires sufficient reference nodes (4 or more for 2-D networks, 5 

or more for 3-D networks). 
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